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CALL US NOW  
to inquire about how  

we can assist you with your  
current warehousing needs!

This project original came to us by-way of referral from another happy customer. The 
client was dealing a sales forecast that would not be accommodated by their recently-
installed GOH storage system.

After an initial viewing of their current space, and a detailed understanding of their 
business expectations and how best to engineer the warehouse to handle all 
of the requirements, we submitted a detailed design to the client that made 
excellent use of the warehouse’s vertical space.

Our team impressed the client with a robust,  
detailed design along with intimate knowledge of the system we had 
crafted.  They appreciated our commitment to short lead times at 
every stage of the project and ultimately with our ability to execute 
on aggressive timeline and complete the project on schedule.

 Project Details: Project Details:  
Warehouse Design, Structural Engineering,
Permit Expediting, and Installation.

• Implemented over 2 Phases
• 141,000 square ft x 3 levels
• 110,000 LF of Stock Rail
• 6 Vertical lifts
• 9 staircases
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THE PROJECT 
Headzup Inc. 

 Timeline:
We committed to a timeline of 16 weeks to 
engineer the structure, supply the materials, 
install the pick module, and get the town to 
approve it for use. We finished two weeks 
ahead of schedule.

 Outcome:
The client was completely satisfied with the build-out of the Phase I. Additionally, the customer was 
pleased with our quick turnaround and install and they decided to evaluate further automation 
enhancements for other parts of their warehouses and requested that we lead the initiative in 
assessing opportunities for improvements that would help the client make more functional and 
efficient use of their material handling operations & facilities.

 Moral of the Story:
While Headzup is not the ideal candidate for your project in every instance, typically we can 
present the best proposal for your project, taking into consideration all of the little details (and 
risks) that can often go overlooked [by our competitors]. 

Since every job has a degree of complexity, we can’t foresee every complication that 
might compromise a customer’s established timelines. However, Headzup is resourceful and 
adaptableenough to find alternate solutions to unexpected obstacles. In situations where a 
viable solution doesn’t exist, you can always expect candid communication from our project 
management group. We’re here to support your business in whatever capacity we can and to do 
right by your operations team. You can always count on us to tell it to you straight.

Call our Business Solutions team to determine if Headzup can be a good partner for your next warehouse project.   
(908)-472-0470 or email sales@headzup.com or hello@headzup.com.   

Visit our site at Headzup.com.



Headzup is one of the fastest-growing material handling companies 
east of the Mississippi. From conceptual warehouse design to structural 
engineering and installation, we offer complete, end-to-end warehouse 
infrastructure solutions. We also sell every type of warehouse storage 
and conveyance solution available, from simple selective pallet 
rack systems to complex, structural mezzanines, GOH, and 
everything in between. 

We have in-house design, engineering, and project 
management teams and software to handle the 
complexity of large warehouse installs, seamlessly 
and on schedule. 

ABOUT HEADZUP
Headzup Inc. 

headzup.com hello@headzup.com (908) 472-0470 connect



PHYSICAL LOCATIONS
Headzup Inc. 

NJ Headquarters
125 Castle Road
Secaucus, NJ 07094
201.293.4018
ed@headzup.com

NY Warehouse
2780 State Route 208
Walden, NY 12586
845.781.3879
al@headzup.com

PA Sales Office
1275 Glenlivet Drive Suite 100 
Allentown, PA 18106 
908.472.0470
joe@headzup.com

PA Sales Off ce
2225 Sycamore Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17111 
908.472.0470
joe@headzup.com



   CALL US NOW 
to inquire about how we can assist you with your current warehousing needs!

201.293.4018

CONTACT OUR STAFF
Headzup Inc. 

We’re here to answer your questions, not to sell you.  
We will make sure to point you in the right direction no matter 

what your warehouse needs entail.

908.472.0470

EMAIL US

LIVECHAT


